Introduction
The Space Shuttle solid rocket motor (SRM) con- 
Finite-Element Model Description
The finite-element analysis is used to determine A simple way to reduce the flange hoop stiffness is to cut, or split, the flange outboard of the stud along the radial plane through the stud centerline, as shown in figure 8(a) . In the finite-element model, this effect was achieved by removing the circumferential constraints on the nodes in the indicated location. element bulk stresses, whicharecalculated by averagingtheelement nodalstresses (8corners of a brick, 6 corners of a wedge, and4 cornersof a pyramid). Locationsin the shell,gusset,or flangewhere stresses exceed143ksi are shownin figure 12 for the coarse model with 170IV16-in-diameter studs,an eccentricity of -0.5 in., a flangethickness of 3/4 in., anda bearing-plate thickness of 1/4 in. Calculated values of far-fieldcircumferential stress, 157ksi,and axial stress, 77 ksi, are identicalto thoseobtained with therefinedmodel andcompare wellwith values from reference 8 (155ksi and76 ksi, respectively). The far-fieldstressexceeds the allowablestressby the samepercentage that the 1000psi pressure load exceeds the SRMdesignpressure.
High localstressoccurredwherea wedge-shaped transitionsectionfrom the shellwall to the gusset intersected the gusset(locationA in fig. 12 ). Because localized fillet detailswerenot includedin the model,a sharpcornerexistedthere. The highest stress at thislocationwasa Z = 149 ksi in the unmodified coarse model (155 ksi in the unmodified refined model as shown in fig. 13 One approach to reducing the stress concentration at the hole is to increase the flange thickness, which reduces the average flange stress and, consequently, the local stress. Figure  15 shows that as flallge thickness was increased from 3/4 in. to 11/4 in., the peak element circumferential stress decreased fm:n 278 ksi to 227 ksi, or only 18 percent. Similariy, the peak nodal circumferential stress decreased fro:in 391 ksi to 302 ksi (as a basis of comparison, the peak nodal circumferential stress from the refined If the stress concentration around the hole proves unacceptable, however, a novel method for reducing th,_ peak stress exists. If circumferential slots are cut in the flange tangent to the hole and extended to the gusset (see fig. 8(b) fig.8(a) ),onlyasmallareaexceeding yieldremains at theouterO-ringgroove, andthepeakcircumferential element stressat theholeedgeis furtherreduced to 178ksi,asshownin figure16(c).Cuttingthe slots andthe outerflangeresultsin smallincreases in gap openings at the O-ringgrooves (seeR6 in tableV) andsmallincreases in gusset axialstress(seefig.13).
Joint Mass
Any mass added to the SRM, as in joint modifications, reduces the Shuttle payload capability. An indicator of case joint design efficiency is mass penalty, defined here as the mass of the case segment with a joint minus the mass of an equivalent length of shell without a joint.
In figure 17 , the mass penalty is presented for the bolted joint concept with various stud sizes and alcove modifications.
The mass penalties of the original tang-clevis design that flew on mission 51-L and the capture tang redesign, both calculated from dimensions given in reference 8, are also shown. The proposed capture tang has a mass penalty of 932 lbm, which is 180 lbm greater than the penalty of the original joint. Figure  17 shows the reduction in mass penalty obtained by using a larger number of smaller studs in the bolted joint concept.
The data points at 1 in. and 11/16 in. are for the refined model described herein and in reference 2, with a flange/bearing-plate thickness ratio of 0.75 in/0.25 in. and an eccentricity of -0.5 in. Gap, in. 
